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INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this book is to introduce Matlab® (in short Matlab) through examples to the 

audience with psychology or neuroscience related applications in mind. Matlab has 

become a widely used programming tool in Psychology and Neuroscience over the years. 

Many equipment and experimental devices support Matlab as their native data format or 

supply Matlab codes that covert their native data to Matlab data structure (.mat). In 

addition, independent of the experimental devices, Matlab is a very efficient programing 

language to store/explore/analyze data, compute statistics, and create publishable figures, 

regardless of the means of data collection. In this book we illustrate the basic functions of 

Matlab through examples with psychology and neuroscience relevance, hence this book 

does not aim to cover the complete wealth of Matlab knowledge. For that we refer the 

reader to the Help system and other excellent sources and manuals, many of which are 

on-line. We merely want the reader to be able to start programming in Matlab, then the 

reader can further advance his or her skills through real-life tasks and projects. 

Matlab was developed by Mathworks (Natick, MA) and is one of the most popular 

technical programing languages. What distinguishes Matlab from alternative technical 

programing languages such as “R”, “S+”, Mathematica® and Python, is that Matlab was 

specifically designed for matrix computations. In addition, a number of toolboxes have 

been developed over the years, some by Mathworks, and many by independent 

developers. All these toolboxes have transformed Matlab into a high-level programing 

language where complex algorithms are implemented by simple functions.  

It is important to note that Matlab is an interpreter type of programing language, as 

opposed to compiler type languages. This means that a Matlab script or function is 

interpreted in a line-by-line fashion, instead of compiling the whole code to an assembly 

language first, and then executing. This feature has its advantages and disadvantages 

when comparing to compiler languages. One advantage is that Matlab commands can be 

executed from the command line. Another is that line-by-line execution makes error 

tracking easier. On the other hand, an interpreted code runs slower than a precompiled 

code would. In order to reduce the performance gap between precompiled codes and 

interpreter codes, Matlab provides a compiler option, which generates precompiled mex 
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files, executable only inside Matlab. Although these mex files show a gain in run-time 

relative to interpreted codes, they are not independent of Matlab. Meaning that the user 

needs Matlab installed in order to execute them. Moreover, Matlab also allows for 

inserting C/C++ codes inside Matlab codes, which are compiled before execution. 

Because toolboxes can be purchased separately or downloaded from Mathworks and 

third-party websites, adding the necessary toolboxes to the environment is among the first 

things one needs to do before starting to develop Matlab applications. 

Alternatively: 

From GUI: File!Add Path. 

Here and throughout the rest of this book we distinguish between (i) GUI instructions, (ii) 

command prompt instructions and (iii) codes/programs/scripts by using the following 

convention: 

 

Green frame indicates command is executed from the 
command prompt. 

File ! Open  Grey background means an instruction is executed from the 
Matlab GUI (graphical user interface). 

Beige background means a Matlab code/program/script must be edited before executed. 

 

 

  

>> addpath (..) 

>> <command> 

… 
for i=1:8 % positions 
ind0=find(a(:,3)==i);  
ind1=find(a(ind0,1)==0 & a(ind0,4)==circle_key); 
ind2=find(a(ind0,1)==1 & a(ind0,4)==square_key); 
ind3=find(a(ind0,4)==missed_key); 
… 
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1 - BASIC CONCEPTS arrays, matrices, variables, arithmetic precedence, matrix 

algebra 

1.1 Variables 

Like other programming languages Matlab stores data in variables. What distinguishes 

Matlab from other languages is that variables in Matlab are matrices by creation. 

The example below creates a 1-by-1 matrix named subject and stores the value 8. 

1.2 Arrays 

However, you can also define an array of values as: 

In the following example the variable subject is defined as a 1-by-8 matrix, also called 

an array, which can store multiple values such as the age of subjects.  

1.3 Matrices 

A variable as a matrix can have more than 1 dimension. For instance, if each subject has 

a number ID, an age value, and a gender ID encoded as 0 or 1, then we can add these 

>> subjects=8 

>> subjects=[21, 30, 18, 24, 19, 27, 43, 38] 

>> subjects=[1 21 1; 2 30 1; 3 18 0; 4 24 1; 5 19 0; 6 27 1; 7 43 0; 
8 38 0] 
subjects = 
 
     1    21     1 
     2    30     1 
     3    18     0 
     4    24     1 
     5    19     0 
     6    27     1 
     7    43     0 
     8    38     0 
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subfields to the subjects variable by grouping the list of values using ‘;’ as in the 

example below: 

Notice, when you type that in, Matlab immediately returns the matrix formatted 

according to its dimensions. At the same time Matlab stores the variables in the 

Workspace. One can make the Workspace visible from the pull-down menu by clicking 

Desktop ! Workspace. Moreover, variables can directly be edited in a spreadsheet 

format by clicking on them. For example: 

 

 

The above variable subjects has two dimensions: rows (dimension one) and columns 

(dimension two). The second dimension has three subfields (ID, age, gender). We can 

add more dimensions to a variable and call it experiments when, if, for instance, 

different subjects participated in different experiments under different conditions.  
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Notice in the workspace, that the variable experiments now became a <2x8x3> size 

matrix. You can find the size of the matrix representing a variable by using the size 

function or the dimensions of a variable by ndims. 

 

1.3.2 Creating matrices 

When we define a new variable Matlab reserves a minimum, but sufficient size of 2D 

matrix to store just that variable. Every time we add a new value to the variable, Matlab 

dynamically expands the matrix by incrementing the cells in the matrix. Because 

>> experiments(1,:,:)=[1 21 1; 2 30 1; 3 18 0; 4 24 1; 5 19 0; 6 27 1; 7 
43 0; 8 38 0]; 
 
>> experiments(2,:,:)=[1 18 0; 2 22 0; 3 19 1; 4 18 1; 5 28 1; 6 31 0; 7 
24 0; 8 23 1] 
 
subjects2(:,:,1) = 
 
     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8 
     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8 
 
 
experiments(:,:,2) = 
 
    21    30    18    24    19    27    43    38 
    18    22    19    18    28    31    24    23 
 
 
experiments(:,:,3) = 
 
     1     1     0     1     0     1     0     0 
     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     1 

>> size(experiments) 
 
ans = 
 
     2     8     3 
 
>> ndims(experiments) 
 
ans = 
 
     3 
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dynamic allocation of variables is computationally and memory intensive, it is generally 

a wise practice to allocate a sufficient, but fixed size of memory for large matrices. 

This can be done by utilizing the functions ‘zeros’ and ‘ones’. For example:  

Above zeros creates a specified size of matrix with zero values filled in. Similarly, 

instead of  zeros(<size>) using ones(<size>) will create a matrix filled with values 

of 1. Additional very useful matrix creation options are r = rand(m,n), r = 

nrand(m,n), and p = randperm(n,k). These construct matrices, which are 

populated by random scalar numbers (0-1), random numbers sampled from the standard 

normal distribution, and permutation of integers from 1 to n inclusive.  The m,n 

parameters specify the matrix size (m rows, n columns) and dimensions. Dimensions are 

simply defined by the number of size parameters you provide. For example r = 

rand(8) creates a 1x8 array, r = rand(2,8) creates a 2x8 matrix and r = 

rand(2,8,3) creates a random 2x8x3 matrix.  

 

1.3.2 Indexing matrices  

Because data are stored in matrices according to row and column indices of the individual 

values, similar to cells in the spreadsheet, we can select individual pieces of data based 

on the row and column indices. This allows for accessing a subset of data without reading 

the whole matrix. The first table below illustrates the running indices in case of a 2D 

matrix. The example at the bottom illustrates running indices for a 3D matrix broken 

down to pages of 2D matrices.  

>> newmatrix=zeros(2,8,3); 
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Most operations we perform on our data are done with regards to only a subset of the data.  

Concerning the above experiments example, we may want to select the age of our 

experimental subjects, irrespective of the gender and ID. Remember, in the 2x8x3 matrix 

the second column of the 3rd dimension holds the age. To access the second column of 

the 3rd dimension we specify the index as (1:end,1:end,2) or shorthand (:,:,2).  

Here ‘:’ refers to the indices running from 1 to end (the whole array). The commas 

separate the dimensions. Similarly, if we try to fork out the age of subjects from the 

second experiment, we need to use experiments(2,:,2). Suppose the last subject of the 

second experiment failed, and we do not want to include that data into our sample. Hence, 

we limit the data range by experiments(2,1:7,2) or experiments(2,1:end-1,2). 

 

 

>> experiments(:,:,2) 
 
ans = 
 
    21    30    18    24    19    27    43    38 
    18    22    19    18    28    31    24    23 
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Notation experiments(:,:,:) is equivalent to experiments. Indices out of range 

results in ‘??? Index exceeds matrix dimensions.’ error message. The extracted 

segment of data can be directly assigned to a new matrix, which now has a 1x8 

dimension. 

A matrix is always rectangular shape, meaning that for any given dimension the number 

of rows must be equal across columns, and vice versa, the number of columns must be 

equal across rows.  

1.4 Matrix operations 

One great advantage of matrices as variables is that we can perform operations on the 

matrix as a whole at once, instead of performing them on each piece of data separately. 

1.4.1 Matrix addition, subtraction 

For example if we would like to calculate the year of birth for each of our subjects we can 

>> secondExp=experiments(2,:,2) 
 
secondExp = 
 
    18    22    19    18    28    31    24    23 
 
>> size(secondExp) 
 
ans = 
 
     1     8 
 

>> YearOfBirth=2014-experiments(:,:,2) 
 
YearOfBirth = 
 
  Columns 1 through 7 
 
        1993        1984        1996        1990        1995        
1987        1971 
        1996        1992        1995        1996        1986        
1983        1990 
 
  Column 8 
 
        1976 
        1991 
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do it in one step: 

 

1.4.2 Transpose 

If we would like to see the two experiments displayed in different columns as opposed to 

different rows, we transpose the original matrix by using the transpose operator 

apostrophy as N=M’.  

Also note that in the following example the names of result matrix and source matrix we 

applied the operation to are the same. When the source and result matrix have the same 

name, Matlab simply overwrites the original matrix. Be careful with this, because the 

original values or geometry of the matrix will be lost.  

Adding, subtracting or multiplying a matrix by a single number results in the operation is 

applied to each matrix elements. However, power functions such as square root can only 

be applied to a square matrix (the matrix with an n x n size).  

Adding or subtracting two matrices results in adding or subtracting corresponding 

elements. Therefore, the dimensions of the two matrices must agree. However, 

multiplication (and division) between two matrices involves computing the inner 

products (or divisions) between rows of one matrix and columns of the other matrix, thus 

is only permitted between square matrices or matrices of inverse dimensions such as a 3 x 

4 and 4 x 3. 

>> YearOfBirth = YearOfBirth' 
 
YearOfBirth = 
 
        1993        1996 
        1984        1992 
        1996        1995 
        1990        1996 
        1995        1986 
        1987        1983 
        1971        1990 
        1976        1991 
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1.4.3 Matrix multiplication  

Often we would like to multiply or divide a matrix by another matrix in an element-by-

element fashion. In that case the matrix dimensions must agree. If A and B are two 

matrices with identical dimensions, this is done by as A.*B or A./B, respectively. 

Notice the results of the two types of matrix multiplication are not the same. The first one 

(A*B) is matrix multiplication, but the second one (A.*B) is element-by-element 

multiplication. 

 

1.5 Cell arrays 

>> A=[2 4 3; 3 2 5; 5 3 9] 
 
A = 
 
     2     4     3 
     3     2     5 
     5     3     9 
 
>> B=[7 2 4; 9 6 7; 1 9 2] 
 
B = 
 
     7     2     4 
     9     6     7 
     1     9     2 
 
>> A*B 
 
ans = 
 
    53    55    42 
    44    63    36 
    71   109    59 
 
>> A.*B 
 
ans = 
 
    14     8    12 
    27    12    35 
     5    27    18 
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Matrices allows us to do many operations as long as our data fits to a rectangular 

structure, meaning it can be arranged to have an equal number of rows and equal number 

of columns, a condition our data not always met. Data can be missing or some 

experiments may have more subjects, or some subjects may not give us valid data. 

Matlab offers cell arrays to handle that. The definition of a cell array is similar to the 

matrix’s except we put the indices between { }. As seen in the example below, the 

elements of cell arrays are also indexed in the same fashion as matrices, but different 

sizes of matrices can stem from the root of the cell array, here an [8x3 double] and a 

[7x3 double] matrix. Addressing a specific element can be done by a combination of 

cell index between { } and matrix indices between ( ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

>> exp{1}=[1 21 1; 2 30 1; 3 18 0; 4 24 1; 5 19 0; 6 27 1; 7 43 
0; 8 38 0]; 
>> exp{2}=[1 18 0; 2 22 0; 3 19 1; 4 18 1; 5 28 1; 6 31 0; 7 24 
0]; 
>> size(exp) 
 
ans = 
 
     1     2 
 
>> exp 
 
exp =  
 
    [8x3 double]    [7x3 double] 
 
>> exp{1}(1,:) 
 
ans = 
 
     1    21     1 
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1.6 Structure array 

The other limitation of matrices is the homogeneity of data types contained within them. 

What if you would like to combine numerical data, such as the age of your experimental 

subjects with their gender ID as ‘female’ or ‘male’, instead of 1 and 0? To overcome with 

this limitation Matlab provides structured arrays. You can define a structured array by s 

= struct(field,value), where ‘s’ is the name of the structure, field is 

the name of the field, and value is the value or list of values assigned to the field. In 

the example below we illustrate how we would create our database of experiments we 

created earlier. First, we create a structure for experiment-1 as ‘exp1’ by providing 

single arrays for each variable, number identifier (‘num’), age and gender deriving from 

experiment 1. Second, we create a similar structure for experiment-2 as ‘exp2’ by 

filling the arrays with the same variables. Note that genders are now defined as cell arrays 

with string type variables. Next we tie the two structures to a hyper structure called 

‘exp’. Note that exp now has subfields of exp1 and exp2, each of them with 

subfields of num, age and gender. 
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If we would like to select the 3rd subject’s data from the 2nd experiment we just need to 

use the index. 

>> exp1.num=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8]; 
>> exp1.age=[21    30    18    24    19    27    43    38]; 
>> exp1.gender={'female' 'female' 'male' 'female' 'male' 'female' 
'male' 'male'}; 
>> exp2.num=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8]; 
>> exp2.age=[18    22    19    18    28    31    24    23]; 
>> exp2.gender={'male' 'male' 'female' 'female' 'female' 'male' 
'male' 'female'}; 
 
>> exp=struct('exp1',exp1,'exp2',exp2) 
 
exp =  
 
    exp1: [1x1 struct] 
    exp2: [1x1 struct] 
 
>> exp.exp1 
 
ans =  
 
    gender: {'female'  'female'  'male'  'female'  'male'  
'female'  'male'  'male'} 
       age: [21 30 18 24 19 27 43 38] 
       num: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8] 
 
>> exp.exp2 
 
ans =  
 
    gender: {'male'  'male'  'female'  'female'  'female'  'male'  
'male'  'female'} 
       age: [18 22 19 18 28 31 24 23] 
       num: [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8] 
 
 

>> exp.exp2.age(3) 
 
ans = 
 
    19 
 
>> exp.exp2.gender(3) 
 
ans =  
 
    'female' 
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2)   DATA HANDLING: data types, data import, data export, import Excel files 

2.1 Data types 

2.1.1 Numerical types 

Matlab by default stores all numerical variables with double precision floating-point 

represented by 64 bit allowing for numbers to be represented in the range of roughly 10-

308 to 10+308. Because you rarely need double-precision, it is more memory efficient to 

store large matrices with a single-precision or integer precisions. Integers can be stored in 

4 different precisions (8,16,32 and 64 bit) signed or unsigned. Likewise, floating-point 

can be single-precision (32 bit) or double-precision (64 bit). The rule of thumb is that you 

only need double precision if you work with numbers >3.4 x 1038 or  <-3.4 x 1038. 

Converting a variable to double precision is done by using the command x = 

double(y); and a double to single x = single(y); or to a 64-bit integer x = 

int64(y); and to a 32-bit integer x = int32(y); 

Scientific notation uses the letter e to specify the power-of-ten scale factor. Imaginary 

numbers use either i or j as a suffix. Complex numbers are defined by a real and an 

imaginary part such as c = [10+3i]. Several commonly used variables are built in, 

such as PI = 3.1416… . Other special variables are infinity (Inf) and numbers that are 

neither real nor complex (NaN, which stands for ‘Not a Number’). Matlab returns these 

variables if operations result in either infinity or incomputable numbers such as 1/0 or 

0/0. 

 

2.1.2 Operators: Matlab shares the conventional operators with other programming 

languages. The order of operations results in the items lower in the following list being 

executed before the higher items, unless parentheses define the precedence otherwise. 

1. +  Addition 

2. –  Subtraction 
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3. *  Multiplication 

4. /  Division 

5. \  Left division (special function in Linear Algebra, see MATLAB 

documentation) 

6. ^  Power 

7. '  Complex conjugate transpose 

8. ( )  Specify evaluation order 
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2.2.1 Character and String types 

Characters are letters and symbols, including number-symbols, that are encoded in the 

ASCII table by numbers. Characters in the memory are represented by their ASCII code, 

but they are interpreted differently from numbers. The examples below illustrate how to 

create character variable and character string variable. Characters and strings are also 

matrices, thus their elements are accessible by their indices, just like other matrices. For 

example, if variable s is defined as a string such s='string', then s(1,3) is ‘r’. 

 

Despite that characters and character strings are matrices, the operations defined on them 

are different from numbers. Strings can be split and concatenated.  

The simplest is to combine strings or characters together when they are defined. The 

example below explains how to combine strings to create a longer string. Each word 

between the apostrophes as a string itself can be combined into a single string. Within a 

>> s='a' 
s = 
a 
 
>> s='%' 
s = 
% 
>> size(s) 
ans = 
 
     1     1 
 
>> s='string' 
s = 
string 
>> size(s) 
ans = 
 
     1     6 
>> s(1,3) 
ans = 
r 
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string each character is indexed by its position. For example, s(8) holds the character 

‘7’. However, 7 here is not a number, and that can be seen if we multiply s(8) by 2 

which does not result in 14. Instead it gives 110, which is equal to multiplying the ASCII 

code of character ‘7’ that is 55 by 2. The last example in the box illustrates that we can 

define two string variables words1 and words2 and concatenate them by putting them 

between [words1 words2]. It gives the same result. 
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>> s=['This is' ' a ' '7' ' words' ' long' ' sentence.'] 
 
s = 
 
This is a 7 words long sentence. 
 
>> s(8) 
 
ans = 
 
7 
 
>> s(8)*2 
 
ans = 
 
   110 
 
>> char(55) 
 
ans = 
 
7 
>> s=['This is' ' a ' char(55) ' words' ' long' ' 
sentence.'] 
 
s = 
 
This is a 7 words long sentence. 
 
>> words1='This is a'; 
>> words2=[‘ ‘ char(55) ' words' ' long' ' sentence.']; 
>> [words1 words2] 
 
ans = 
 
This is a 7 words long sentence. 
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There is a set of string operations available: 

blanks Create string of blank characters 

cellstr Create cell array of strings from character array 

char Convert to character array (string) 

iscellstr Determine whether input is cell array of strings 

ischar Determine whether item is character array 

sprintf Format data into string 

strcat Concatenate strings horizontally 

strjoin Join strings in cell array into single string 

 

Most often we use strcat, which concatenates strings horizontally:  

newStr = strcat(s1,s2,...,sN) 

Most common sting parsing functions: 

strfind Find one string within another 

strrep Find and replace substring 

strsplit Split string at specified delimiter 

strtok Selected parts of string 

 

Most common string comparison functions: 

strcmp Compare strings with case sensitivity 

strcmpi Compare strings (case insensitive) 

strncmp Compare first n characters of strings (case sensitive) 

strncmpi Compare first n characters of strings (case insensitive) 

 

>> words1=['This is a']; 
>> words2=[' ' char(55) ' words' ' long' ' sentence.']; 
>> newStr=strcat(words1,words2) 
 
newStr = 
 
This is a 7 words long sentence. 
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2.3 data import 

Most likely you do not create the data with Matlab but instead you are collecting it with 

other applications, equipment or surveys. Because importing data to Matlab is the 

primary source of input, Matlab provides a number of options. For many users the 

simplest option is to copy and paste the data from a spreadsheet directly to the Matlab’s 

variable editor. First you need to create an empty variable using the method we described 

earlier (Chatper 2), select it in the workspace and select: 

Desktop ! Variable Editor.  

Then you copy and paste the data from the source. 

2.3.1. Import/Export Text Files 

The other common method is to save your original data in a simple text format (ASCII) 

using a file format that Matlab can parse. Matlab can parse a data file easily if it has a 

rectangular matrix format with rows and columns separated by specific delimiter 

characters, or space and CR (carriage return character) at the end of each line. Matlab can 

read any type of data if the structure is known. Files can be read bytes-by-bytes, or 

character-by-character, as well as string-by-string, line-by-line. 

Before you import your data, you need to know whether the data is encoded as a binary 

file or an ASCII text file. ASCII text files are easy to import because Matlab contains a 

number of import functions that read formatted text files. 

Importing Text Files  

csvread Read comma-separated value file 

dlmread Read ASCII-delimited file of numeric data into matrix 

fileread Read contents of file into string 

textread Read data from text file; write to multiple outputs 

textscan Read formatted data from text file or string 

readtable Create table from file 

type Display contents of file 
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Writing Text Files  

csvwrite Write comma-separated value file 

dlmwrite Write matrix to ASCII-delimited file 

writetable Write table to file 

  

 

To illustrate data import from text files, we generate data first and save it. Suppose we are 

modeling a 16-channel EEG data by Gaussian noise, in which the amplitudes of 

successive data points in each channel are sampled from a standard normal distribution. 

This will create a matrix of 16 x 1024 data points. We save the data as an ASCII file 

under the filename: '16-channel-data.txt'. Then we clear the workspace. Using 

the UNIX command ls adapted by Matlab you can make sure the file was created. 

Next, we can read the file by using the load function. 

Load is the simplest function to read text files if the text reads as numbers, columns are 

separated by spaces and rows are separated by CR (carriage return). Most data acquisition 

systems and equipment are able to export or convert data in this simple text (also called 

ASCII) format. However, even if the data is stored in text format it may contain non-

numerical characters or extra lines, missing values that make the load function return 

>> DATA=randn(16,1024); 
>> save('16-channel-data.txt', 'DATA','-ascii'); 
>> clear all 
>> ls 
16-channel-data.txt 
 

>> EEG=load ('16-channel-data.txt'); 
>> size(EEG) 
 
ans = 
 
          16        1024 
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with an error message. For this Matlab has an Import Data GUI that provides a 

preview of the data and shows how Matlab would segment it.  

File ! Import Data  

The import function also allows for selecting the column separator character (comma, 

space, semicolon, tab, other) while also allowing the user to provide the header lines, 

which will be skipped upon reading the file.  

If columns in the data file represent different data types, such as one column can be a 

numerical variable, another can be a date, a third one could be a string denoting the 

gender, etc. one can use textscan function, which allows the user to specify the data 

format for each column. Even that one function is not enough if the column structure is 

heterogeneous within the file. Changes in the number of columns or missing values may 

occur. For such cases, we can use the function A = fscanf(fileID, format) 

which controls what type of data we are reading from the file word-by-word as long as 

those words are separated by spaces. Here we advance the data reading process after a 

sequence of words has been read until the end of file or we stop before. To use the 

fscanf function we need to open the data file first. Then we read the first 16 values, 

contained in the first line of the data file, which represents the first points of the 16-

channel simulated EEG data and stores it in variable A. Try not to forget to close the file 

after reading it by fclose(fid). The fid in the fopen and fclose 

functions is file identifier that keeps tracks of open files.  
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2.3.2 Import Binary Files 

Data files are not always stored in text files, but quite often are stored in binary files. The 

advantage of binary format is that it is much more compressed, than text files. However, 

before we can parse binary files, we need to know how the numbers represent the data. 

Here looking at the file with a text editor will not help because the file is not readable by 

them. The same byte sequence in the memory or hard drive can represent completely 

different numbers depending on how we segment them (32-bit precision floating-point, 

64-bit floating point, 8, 16, 32 or 64-bit integers). We use the fread function as A = 

fread(fileID, sizeA, precision). Again, we have to open the file for 

reading first then we need to close it after data import. 

 

2.3.3 Import Excel Files 

Excel spreadsheet (a part of Microsoft Office software package) is one of the most 

popular data storing formats, supported by many applications and equipment. It was 

reasonable to implement an import function in Matlab to convert data from Excel 

spreadsheet files to Matlab variables. The function is [num,txt,raw] = 

xlsread(filename,sheet,range), where we can even specify the particular 

sheet and range if we do not want to import the entire database. 

>> fid = fopen('16-channel-data.txt'); 
>> A = fscanf(fid, '%f %f', [1 16]); 
>> fclose(fid); 
>> A 
 
A = 
 
  Columns 1 through 8 
 
    1.1823   -1.3073    0.5068    1.1352   -0.2406   -
2.2861   -0.3051   -0.0891 
 
  Columns 9 through 16 
 
   -0.6579    0.6253    1.0454    0.8435   -0.5396    
0.6404    0.7575    1.8450 
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Below is an example Excel spreadsheet of a TMS experiment, saved in a file as 

example.xls. 

When importing data from Excel using xlsread we have 3 output options:  

• numerical data extraction [num] 

• text data extraction [txt] 

• raw data extraction [raw] 

 

Accordingly, we can use any of those or all three formats: 
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread('example.xls') 

If we are only interested in the numerical data, we use [num] = 

xlsread('example.xls') and numerical values will be converted to the matrix  

num and all other data fields will be shown as NaN (not a number) variables, preserving 

>> [num] = xlsread('example.xls') 
 
num = 
 
   1.0e+03 * 
 
    0.0010       NaN    0.4650    0.5900       NaN       NaN    0.0210       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    1.0000    0.4500    0.0300       NaN    0.0240       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.8300    0.6500    0.0061       NaN    0.0190       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.7500    0.5000    0.0060       NaN    0.0320       NaN 
    0.0008       NaN    0.6440    0.5110    0.0062       NaN    0.0280       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.6220    0.5180    0.0338       NaN    0.0170       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.6920    0.5250       NaN       NaN    0.0220       NaN 
    0.0009       NaN    0.9000    0.4800    0.0042       NaN    0.0190       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.5890    0.3830       NaN       NaN    0.0250       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.6340    0.6240    0.0057       NaN    0.0200       NaN 
    0.0007       NaN    0.7500    0.4810    0.0045       NaN    0.0430       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.8580    0.6920       NaN       NaN    0.0520       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.9160    0.4930    0.0008       NaN    0.0380       NaN 
    0.0010       NaN    0.6400    0.5100    0.0060       NaN    0.0220    0.0010 
    0.0009       NaN       NaN       NaN       NaN       NaN    0.0240       NaN 
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the number of columns in the matrix. 

If we are interested in the text variables, including the header, we can capture those by 

[txt] = xlsread('example.xls'). 

If raw is included in the output variable list, it will contain all the characters of the 

original spreadsheet, including the numbers also as text, without numerical conversion. 

[txt, raw] = xlsread('example.xls'). 

From the matrix num, we can easily extract any relevant numerical data segment. For 

example, the X and Y coordinates the above TMS experiment can be extracted as a 15x2 

matrix as seen in the following example. Note that missing numbers are replaced by NaN.  

>> [txt] = xlsread('example.xls') 
 
txt =  
 
  Columns 1 through 4 
 
    'intensity %'    'Target'       'target position x'    'target position y' 
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               [1x21 char]    ''                     ''                  
    ''               [1x20 char]    ''                     ''                  
    ''               [1x20 char]    ''                     ''                  
    ''               'v1 '          ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
    ''               'V1'           ''                     ''                  
 
  Columns 5 through 8 
 
      [1x34 char]    'angle difference'    'Age'    'Real=1 Sham=0' 
    '24.2-34.6 '     '<62'                 ''       '1,0'           
    ''               '46<'                 ''       '1,1,0'         
    ''               '<6'                  ''       '1,0'           
    ''               '<10'                 ''       '1,0'           
    ''               '<7'                  ''       '0,1'           
    ''               '< 9'                 ''       '1,0'           
    ''               ''                    ''       '0,1'           
    ''               '<7'                  ''       '1,0'           
    '8.5 ; 12.5 '    '< 3; < 7'            ''       '1,0'           
    ''               '<2'                  ''       '0,1'           
    ''               '<5'                  ''       '1,0'           
    '0.5 ; 19.5 '    '<7; <14 '            ''       '1,0'           
    ''               '<14'                 ''       '0,1'           
    ''               '< 3'                 ''       ''              
    ''               ''                    ''       '1,0'           
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>> [XY]=num(:,3:4) 
 
XY = 
 
         465         590 
        1000         450 
         830         650 
         750         500 
         644         511 
         622         518 
         692         525 
         900         480 
         589         383 
         634         624 
         750         481 
         858         692 
         916         493 
         640         510 
         NaN         NaN 
 
>> size(XY) 
 
ans = 
 
    15     2 
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3)    GRAPHICS: plotting data, chart types, 2D and 3D plots 

About graphics in general 

With the versatility of its graphical functions Matlab is suitable for creating ready-to-

publish figures. Besides the built-in basic plotting options, Matlab provides an access to 

control each graphical element if someone wants to. On the other hand, other users may 

just stay with the built-in functions, export the figures to a well supported vector graphics 

format, such as EPS, and edit the figures with a third party software that allows users to 

import them, such as Adobe Illustrator, Corel Draw, or Inkscape. In addition, Matlab 

provides a set of limited but rather useful tools for interactive editing of figures through 

the GUI. Finally, the GUI also provides a Property Editor to control graphical features. 

Because figures also contain the data they represent, the data can be extracted from 

figures. 

Although Matlab contains an optional Image Processing toolbox with a number of image 

processing functions, our introduction is limited to the data plotting functions. 

Plotting functions can be categorized as: 

1D 2D 3D polar 

• line (plot, 
arrow, 
cuvier, 
vector)  

• bar  
• pie-chart 
• vector fields 

 

• map (pcolor, 
image) 

• 2D bar-chart 
• contour and 

isoline 

 

• plot3 
• surface 
• volume 
• poligon 
• quiver 
• streamlines 
• contour and 

isoline 

 

• radial plot  
• radial 

histogram 
(rose) 

• polar 
• compass 

 

 

In the following sections we highlight the most common plotting functions. 

3.1 Plotting data with lines and symbols 

The simplest but most common plot is plot(X,Y,LineSpec). To illustrate plot  

we can go back to our TMS data from Chapter 2 and plot the X and Y coordinates of the 
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TMS coil positions. First we plot the first (X) column of the XY matrix, then the (Y) 

column separately. 

The examples illustrate that you can plot the point coordinates with symbols and connect 

them with a line '-o'. The default color is blue. Note that if we provide two parameters to 

plot, the function considers the first as X and the second as Y coordinates. If only one 

parameter is given, it is interpreted as Y, and the X will be filled in by the order of the Y 

values from 1 to n, where n is the number of data points. If more than two parameters are 

given in the following sequential order (X1, Y1, LineSpec, X2,Y2, LineSpec) 

the function will plot both datasets. The function figure; creates a new figure. This 

prevents the figure from overriding the previous figure. 

Then we used the first column as X and the second column as Y, as they were meant to 

represent the X and Y coordinates of the TMS : (XY(:,1),XY(:,2),'k.-

','MarkerSize',24). Here in linespec the ‘k.-‘ assigns black color to 

the two symbols, line and dot, and scales the symbol size to 24 points. Also notice that 

the NaN values from the matrix XY are not plotted. 

 

 

 

>> plot(XY(:,1),'-o') 
>> figure 
 
>> plot(XY(:,2),'r:.') 
>> figure 
>> plot(1:15,XY(:,1),'-o',1:15,XY(:,2),'r:.') 
 
>> figure; 
>> plot(XY(:,1),XY(:,2),'k.','MarkerSize',24) 
 
>> figure 
>> plot(XY(:,1),XY(:,2),'k.-','MarkerSize',24) 
>> xlabel('X');ylabel('Y'); 
>> title('TMS positions'); 
 
>> whitebg 
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3.2 Barcharts  

Another very common representation of data, especially when presenting statistical data, 

is a barchart, bar(...,width,'style','bar_color'). The first example 

illustrates the simplest use of it when you provide the data directly as a numerical array. 

Second example shows how to use the bar function with a variable from our TMS data, 

which stores the age of subjects. The third example shows how to specify parameters 

such as bar width (0-1) and color (r is for red). 

If you have a more than one-dimensional variable, you can represent them in bar charts 

by grouping or stacking. Here we simply sorted the age column in ascending and 

descending order and plotted them in grouped, stacked, and 3D fashion by bar3. 

 

>> bar([2 5 3 5 8 6 7]); 
>> bar(num(:,7)) 
>> bar(num(:,7),0.5,'r')  
 

 

>> bar([sort(num(:,7)) sort(num(:,7),'descend')],1,'grouped') 
>> bar([sort(num(:,7)) sort(num(:,7),'descend')],1,'stacked') 
>> bar3([sort(num(:,7)) sort(num(:,7),'descend')],1) 
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3.3 Errorbars 

Statistics should never been presented graphically without indication of error or 

confidence intervals. Errorbars are implemented as errorbar(X,Y,E) or 

errorbar(X,Y,L,U). The difference between the two is that the E array of error will 

place +E and –E whiskers around the Y values,  while L and U define the lower and 

upper whisker coordinates, respectively. Errorbars can be placed on either bar charts or 

simple plot functions, but cannot be placed on their 3D versions. 

 

 

3.4 Histograms  

The other essential figure type used to visualize the distribution of our data is histogram. 

Histogram bins the data range in predefined equal intervals and counts the number of data 

points within each bin, regardless of the position of the data in the sequence of sampling. 

It provides a quick qualitative assessment on the distribution of the data, whether it 

conforms with normality or multimodality or any other distribution, which may affect the 

choice of statistics we may use for analyzing the data. To demonstrate how a histogram 

works we generate a 2D random normal distribution using randn(2,1000), which 

could model the combination of two independent variables such as IQ and body height, 

or the X and Y coordinates of throwing a spoonful of poppy seeds on the table top. We 

plot the data scatter in 2D by using plot. Next we histogram the X and plot it 

>> bar([2 5 3 5 8 6 7],'w'); 
>> hold on;errorbar([1 2 3 4 5 6 7],[2 5 3 5 8 6 7],[1.2 2.2 0.9 1.5 1.4 2.2 
1.3],'k+'); 
>> errorbar([1 2 3 4 5 6 7],[2 5 3 5 8 6 7],[1.2 2.2 0.9 1.5 1.4 2.2 1.3],'k-'); 
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horizontally, then histogram the Y and plot it vertically as they correspond to the 

projections of the data on the X plane and Y plane, respectively. To combine all figures in 

one plot, we introduce the function subplot(n,m,i), where n and m are the 

dimensions of the grid of the figure that will contain n x m subfigures arranged in a 

rectangular format, and i is the actual subfigure (i <= n*m) we are opening to plot into.  

 

Note that hist can be used directly to plot a histogram or alternatively, if output 

parameters (X2,Y2) are given, it will return the coordinates of the histograms. Next we 

feed those coordinates to barh to plot a horizontally oriented histogram. We introduced 

a few new formatting functions such as axis for presetting the axis scale. Note that if 

you add or omit the line highlighted area you will see a shift of the distribution along the 

X axis. 

 

3.5  3D plots 

One of the most compelling features of Matlab for the technical users is the ability to 

create high quality publication-ready figures and visualization of complex 

multidimensional data. To utilize the capacity of 3D visualization Matlab provides a list 

of 3D functions, including 3D projections, 3D rotation of camera view, 3D lighting 

positioning, surface rendering, volumetric visualization, transparency (alpha channel), 

material and reflectance setting. 

Below is an example to utilize some of these features. First we create a random matrix 

rM=rand(21,21) and we apply a surface rendering by using surf. The critical step 

is that we apply a slant to a random surface rM by generating a tilted plane and multiply 

the rM by it. In illustration of Matlab’s surface rendering capabilities we apply a number 

of functions including shading, material, lighting and light. 
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%% -------------------Matrix 1 
rM=rand(21,21); 
figure; 
surf(rM) 
shading interp 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
light('Position',[1 0 0],'Style','infinite'); 
zlim([0 40]); 
  
%% --------------------Matrix 2 
rM2(1:21)=1:21; 
rM2=repmat(rM2,21,1); 
size(rM2) 
figure; 
surf(rM2) 
%% --------------------Matrix 3 
rM3=rM.*rM2; 
figure; 
surf(rM3) 
shading interp 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
light('Position',[1 1 0],'Style','infinite'); 
zlim([0 40]); 
shading faceted 
  
%% -------------------- Interpolate 
rM4=interp2(rM3,2); 
surf(rM4) 
material shiny 
lighting gouraud 
light('Position',[1 1 0],'Style','infinite'); 
zlim([0 40]); 
shading flat 
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4)  STATISTICS probability distributions, histograms, basic parametric and non-

parametric statistical methods, hypothesis testing, t-tests, one-way and two-way ANOVA. 

 

4.1. Introduction to Matlab’s Statistics Toolbox 

Statistics is not part of the core Matlab system. It is one of the many toolboxes created by 

Mathworks and sold separately from the core system. The Statistics toolbox covers 

common statistical tests and probability density functions that are sufficient and effective 

for most of the hypothesis testing tasks you ever need in psychology and neuroscience 

while Matlab provides the programming environment (Chapter 6) to expand those 

functions as needed. Less common statistical tests that are not included in the Statistics 

toolbox can be found at Matlab Central, Matlab’s file sharing repository 

(http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/). 

The Statistics toolbox is organized according the following categories (shaded according 

to importance): 

Statistical 
tasks 

Function 
classes 

Functions 

Data Organization 
and Management 

 

dataset arrays 

 

Merge datasets by combining fields using common keys 
Export data into standard file formats, including Microsoft® Excel® 
and comma-separated value (CSV). 
Calculate summary statistics on grouped data. 
Convert data between tall and wide representations. 

categorical arrays Decrease memory footprint. 
Store nominal data using descriptive labels. 
Store ordinal data using descriptive labels. 
Index categorical data. 
Create logical indexes based on categorical data. 
Group observations by category. 

Exploratory Data 
Analysis 

 

Statistical Plotting 
and Interactive 
Graphics 

probability plots 
box plots 
Histograms 
scatter histograms 
3D histograms 
control charts 
quantile-quantile plots 
specialized plots for multivariate analysis 
Dendograms 
biplots, 
parallel coordinate charts 
Andrews plots. 

Descriptive Statistics Measures of central tendency (measures of location), average, 
median, and various means 
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Measures of dispersion (measures of spread), including range, 
variance, standard deviation, and mean or median absolute deviation 
Linear and rank correlation (partial and full) 
Data with missing values 
Percentile and quartile estimates 
Density estimates using a kernel-smoothing function 
Generalized bootstrap function for estimating sample statistics using 
resampling 
Jackknife function for estimating sample statistics using subsets of 
the data 
bootci function for estimating confidence intervals 

Regression, 
Classification, 
and ANOVA 

 

regression 

   

Linear regression 

Nonlinear regression 

Robust regression 
Logistic regression and other generalized linear models 
R2 and adjusted R2 
Cross-validated mean squared error 
Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion 
(BIC) 

classification Boosted and bagged classification trees, including AdaBoost, 
LogitBoost, GentleBoost, and RobustBoost 
Naïve Bayes classification 
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classification 
Linear discriminant analysis 
Cross-validated loss 
Confusion matrices 
Performance curves/receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves 

ANOVA 

 

One-way ANOVA 
Two-way ANOVA for balanced data 
Multiway ANOVA for balanced and unbalanced data 
Multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) 
Nonparametric one-way and two-way ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis and 
Friedman) 
Analysis of covariance (ANOCOVA) 
Multiple comparison of group means, slopes, and intercepts 

Multivariate 
Statistics 

 

Multivariate Statistics Transforming correlated data into a set of uncorrelated components 
using rotation and centering (principal component analysis). 
Exploring relationships between variables using visualization 
techniques, such as scatter plot matrices and classical 
multidimensional scaling. 
Segmenting data with cluster analysis. 

Feature 
Transformation 

 

Principal component analysis for summarizing data in fewer 
dimensions. 
Nonnegative matrix factorization when model terms must represent 
nonnegative quantities. 

Factor analysis for building explanatory models of data correlation. 

Multivariate 
Visualization 

Scatter plot matrices 
Dendograms 
Biplots 
Parallel coordinate charts 
Andrews plots 
Glyph plots 

Probability 
Distributions 

 

Fit distributions to 
data. 

Fit distributions to data. 

Statistical plots to 
evaluate goodness of 
fit. 

Chi-Square goodness-of-fit tests 
One-sided and two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests 
Lilliefors tests 
Ansari-Bradley tests 
Jarque-Bera tests 

Analyzing Probability 
Distributions 

Probability density functions 
Cumulative density functions 
Inverse cumulative density functions 
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4.2 Probability Distributions 

Below we list the built-in probability distributions. The most commonly used probability 

distributions are underscored. These distributions can be either parametric or non-

parametic. There are various ways to use these functions. You can plot all these 

distributions by using the interactive probability distribution tool disttool and set the 

parameters. Alternatively, you can load your data and fit the distributions to them using 

dfittool. Furthermore, you can also use these distributions inside functions such as 

maximum likelihood estimates such as mle. 

 

Negative log-likelihood functions 
Generate random 
and quasi-random 
numbers 

Generating random samples from multivariate distributions, such as 
t, normal, copulas, and Wishart. 
Sampling from finite populations. 
Performing Latin hypercube sampling. 
Generating samples from Pearson and Johnson systems of 
distributions. 

Hypothesis 
Testing 

parametric One-sample and two-sample t-tests 
Distribution tests (Chi-square, Jarque-Bera, Lillifors, and 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov) 
Comparison of distributions (two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov) 
Tests for autocorrelation and randomness 
Linear hypothesis tests on regression coefficients 

Nonparametric Nonparametric tests for one sample, paired samples, and two 
independent samples 

Design of 
Experiments and 
Statistical 
Process Control 

 

Design of 
Experiments 

Full factorial 
Fractional factorial 
Response surface (central composite and Box-Behnken) 
D-optimal 
Latin hypercube 

Statistical Process 
Control 

Perform gage repeatability and reproducibility studies. 
Estimate process capability. 
Create control charts. 
Apply Western Electric and Nelson control rules to control chart data. 

• Bernoulli Distribution • Geometric Distribution • Noncentral F Distribution 
• Beta Distribution • Hypergeometric 

Distribution 
• Noncentral t Distribution 

• Binomial Distribution • Inverse Gaussian 
Distribution 

• Normal Distribution 

• Birnbaum-Saunders 
Distribution 

• Inverse Wishart 
Distribution 

• Pareto Distribution 

• Burr Type XII Distribution • Johnson System • Pearson System 
• Chi-Square Distribution • Kernel Distribution • Piecewise Linear 

Distribution 
• Copulas • Logistic Distribution • Poisson Distribution 
• Custom Distributions • Loglogistic Distribution • Rayleigh Distribution 
• Exponential Distribution • Lognormal Distribution • Rician Distribution 
• Extreme Value Distribution • Multinomial Distribution • Student's t Distribution 
• F Distribution • Multivariate Gaussian • t Location-Scale 
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Distribution Distribution 
• Gamma Distribution • Multivariate Normal 

Distribution 
• Triangular Distribution 

• Gaussian Distribution • Multivariate t Distribution • Uniform Distribution 
(Continuous) 

• Gaussian Mixture 
Distributions 

• Nakagami Distribution • Uniform Distribution 
(Discrete) 

• Generalized Extreme 
Value Distribution 

• Negative Binomial 
Distribution 

• Weibull Distribution 

• Generalized Pareto 
Distribution 

• Noncentral Chi-Square 
Distribution 

• Wishart Distribution 
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As a simple example we generate a random array a(1,1000) from the standard normal 

distribution. Then we run dfittool, load the variable by Data, select data source 

variable a from the list of variables and hit Create Data Set. Checkmark Plot, hit Close. 

It will display the histogram of the standard normal distribution. Next apply standard fit. 

Then hit New Fit, select Normal from Distribution and Apply. The descriptive statistics 

(mean, variance, etc.) will appear in the dialog window. Now you can evaluate the fit by 

Evaluate. Select the default Density (PDF) and hit Apply. In the dialog window the 

error of fit is shown numerically. By choosing the Cumulative Probability 

(CDF) and checking the Compute confidence bounds you are able to plot the 

sigmoid shape cumulative probability density with the confidence bounds around it. 

One can obtain the parameters of the fitted standard normal distribution by applying the 

function normfit. In the example below we construct a random sample from a normal 

>> a=randn(1,1000); 
>> dfittool 
 
or 
 
>> dfittool(a)  
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distribution just we did above, then we apply normfit to obtain the parameters mu 

and sigma. Next we plot the probability density function of the standard normal 

distribution (green) as the theoretical distribution superimposed on the empirical 

distribution (blue). 

 

>> a=randn(1,1000); 
>> figure;hist(a,100);   % create a histogram of 100 bins 
>> [Y1,X1]=hist(a,100);  % save the bars as X1 and Y1 

 
 
>> [muh,sigma,muci,sigmaci] = normfit(a)  
muh = 
 
    0.0369 
 
 
sigma = 
 
    0.9986 
 
 
muci = 
 
   -0.0251 
    0.0989 
 
 
sigmaci = 
 
    0.9567 
    1.0444 
 
>> X=[-4:0.01:4];       % creates an X scale for the standard normal fit 
 
>> Y = normpdf(X,mu,sigma);     % compute the Y for the standard normal fit 
 
>> hold on;              % hold figure to superimpose new plots 
>> plotyy(X1,Y1,X,Y);   % plot the histogram and best fit normal PDF 
 

 
 

These values are different at 
every run because of the 
randomization is stochastic. 
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4.3 Hypothesis testing  

In order to test a hypothesis using Matlab’s Statistical toolbox, you need to know the 

conditions of the test you are about to use. The Statistical toolbox does not give you 

recommendations you what test to use and under what conditions that test is applicable. 

For that you need to consult with statistical manuals.  

There are two basic types of statistical tests, parametric and non-parametric tests. While 

parametric statistical tests assume that data were sampled from a population of certain 

distribution whose parameters are known, non-parametric tests do not assume such 

constraints. Because most psychological or neuroscience variables conform with standard 

normal distribution or can be transformed to it by lognormal transformation, we highlight 

the most common test for comparing sample means, Student’s T-test, ANOVA and their 

non-parametric versions. We also illustrate Pearson’s correlation. 

 

4.3.1 One-sample t-test 

When you are testing an affect of an experimental manipulation on a psychological 

variable the one-sample t-test is one of your options. The precondition to apply t-test is 

the normality of distributions. Normality can be tested either by Lilliefors or the 

Jarque-Bera test for normality. Depending on the result, we may go ahead and 

perform the t-test or we have to apply a nonparametric alternative, such as signrank or 

signtest.  

In the example below, we illustrate the hypothesis testing on TMS data (an extended 

dataset). The data represent the effect of TMS on a perceptual task using real and sham 

TMS coil in a randomized order (sham first, real second ‘0,1’ or real first and sham 

second ‘1,0’). The effect is measured as motion detection threshold given in percent 

values in the firstTMS and secndTMS columns. We first extract the data from Excel 

spreadheet file. We illustrate how can one selectively fork out data based on randomized 
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category variables using the find function. Because the task presentation (real TMS and 

sham TMS) was randomized, we need to create two new variables trueTMS and 

shamTMS to store the firstTMS values in the trueTMS and secndTMS in the shamTMS if 

the task sequence was ‘1,0’ and swap the loading source if the task sequence was ‘0,1’. 

To minimize the number of swapping we copy firstTMS to trueTMS and secndTMS to 

shamTMS and we only cross-transfer values if the cond order is ‘0,1’. This should 

recover the correct trueTMS and shamTMS thresholds values, regardless the task order. 

With this preparation we bring the data structure to the format, where instead of the first 

TMS and second TMS session, the real TMS session is interfacing with the sham TMS 

for each of our subject. We can now test for normality using the Lilliefors or 

Jarque-Bera test for normality. Because both tests approved the normality, we can 

apply the t-test on the data. Because the one-sample t-test is a repeated measure test, 

when we apply the experimental manipulation on the same subject, we can reduce the 

trueTMS and shamTMS variables to their difference, which reflects the gross per-subject 

effect. This difference as an array of size (74,1) is the input of the ttest as 

[h,p,ci,stats]=ttest(trueTMS-shamTMS). The hypothesis (0,1), the P 

value, the ci confidence intervals, and tstat, df and std are printed on the 

screen. Based on these, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the effect was sampled 

from the same distributions, i.e. the mean difference follows the standard normal 

distribution with 0 mean. Therefore, the effect of the real TMS on the movement 

detection threshold was no different from the sham in this experiment. 
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>> [num,txt,raw] = xlsread('example2.xls');   
 
>> firstTMS=num(:,9);      
>> secndTMS=num(:,10);      
>> cond=txt(2:end,8); 
 
 
 
>> shamTMS=secndTMS; 
>> trueTMS=firstTMS; 
>> ind01=(find(strcmp(cond,'0,1'))); 
>> trueTMS(ind01)=secndTMS(ind01); 
>> shamTMS(ind01)=firstTMS(ind01); 
 
>> size(trueTMS) 
ans = 
    74     1 
>> size(shamTMS) 
ans = 
    74     1 
 
>> hist(trueTMS-shamTMS) 
 

 
 
>> h = lillietest(trueTMS-shamTMS) 
h = 
 
     0 
 
>> h = jbtest(trueTMS-shamTMS) 
 
h = 
 
     0 
>> [h,p,ci,stats]=ttest(trueTMS-shamTMS)    
 
h = 
 
     0 
 
 
p = 
 
    0.4886 
 
 
ci = 
 
   -2.1655 
    4.4899 
 
 
stats =  
 
    tstat: 0.6960 
       df: 73 
       sd: 14.3632 

load excel spreadsheat data 
We know that the 9th and 10th columns contain the data to 
compare and the 8th column represents the order in which 
the true and sham TMS were applied. However, because the 
8th column is a string variable, it also includes the 
column header of the Excel spreadsheet, we need to clip 
the header by indexing the variable from the 2nd row 
instead of the default 1st. Hence the cond=txt(2:end,8).  
 

We create shamTMS and trueTMS to 
store the correct tresholds 
values. We extract the indices 
when the task order was reversed 
(sham first and true TSM second 
‘0,1’). We fork out the reversed 
index cases and cross-load them to 
the trueTMS and shamTMS arrays. 
 

As a self-check, the 
sizes of the two matrices 
after combining them from 
the ‘0,1’ and ‘1,0’ 
experiments should match. 
 

Lilliefors test for 
normality. The null-
hypothesis is that the 
distribution comes from a 
normal distribution. If h=0, 
then the null is accepted at 
the level of P<0.05. If h=1, 
then the null is rejected. 
The Jarque-Bera test is 
anothe

It is advised to plot the 
distribution of data in a 
histogram before we perform 
any hypothesis testing. The 
distribution appears to be 
normal, but a quantitative 
test is necessary to verify. 

One-sample t-test  

 

P > 0.05 hence the H0 is accepted.  
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Because not only the experimental manipulation, here the true and sham TMS stimulation, 

but also the order of experiments may have an effect on the visual motion detection 

threshold of subjects, we may want to test that. This is simply done by performing the 

one-sample t-test between the firstTMS and secndTMS variables, which is equivalent 

with testing the null hypothesis of zero mean difference between the two variables. 

Before we apply the t-test we test the distribution for normality. The one-sample t-test 

confirms a significant task order effect, namely the threshold during the first task was 

higher than during the second task, irrespective of whether true or sham TMS was used. 

The p value, that is the likelihood of the type-I error, namely the incorrect rejection of the 

H0, is less than 0.001. As recommended always, we plot the histogram of the differences 

of firstTMS and secndTMS. The histogram is shifted to the right, which is consistent 

with the significant task order effect.  
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4.3.2 Two-sample t-test 

The rationale behind the two-sample t-test is the same as for the one-sample, except the 

two samples derive from non-repeated measures on two populations. The two-sample t-

test is a testing the H0 that the two samples are independent and random samples deriving 

from the normal distribution of equal means and variances. The syntax is similar to the 

one-sample t-test, except we list two variables (x,y) among the input parameters. 

>> h = lillietest(firstTMS-secndTMS) 
 
h = 
 
     0 
 
 
>> [h,p,ci,stats]=ttest(firstTMS-secndTMS) 
 
h = 
 
     1 
 
 
p = 
 
   2.0786e-05 
 
 
ci = 
 
    3.7831 
    9.6764 
 
 
stats =  
 
    tstat: 4.5517 
       df: 73 
       sd: 12.7186 
 
>> hist(firstTMS-secndTMS); 
 

 

One-sample t-test 

h = 1 means the we reject 
the H0 and we accept the 
H1, which states the 
difference of means. 

Testing for normality 

Histogram confirms a mean > 0. 
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[h,p,ci,stats] = ttest2(x,y,alpha,tail) 

As with one-sample t-test, if h=0, the H0 is accepted. If h=1, then H1 is accepted, 

and the two samples derive from distributions of different means. The ttest2 allows 

for testing not only difference of the means against equality of the means but the 

direction of difference as well. The comparison is set by the  

‘both' — Means are not equal (two-tailed test). This is the default. 

'right' — Mean of x is greater than mean of y (right-tail test). 

'left' — Mean of x is less than mean of y (left-tail test). 

 

4.3.3. One-way ANOVA  

ANOVA performs a one-way analysis of variance, which is a method to test the equality 

of means across multiple (more than 2) variables of the same populations. The rationale 

and conditions are similar to those of the t-tests, thus normality of variables is a 

prerequisite. The One-way ANOVA on two populations is equivalent with the ttest2. 

Syntax: 

[p,table,stats] = anova1(X,group,displayopt) 

If X is a matrix, then each column represents a separate group. If X is an array, the group 

group must define the category as an array of numbers, string array, or cell array of 

strings with an entry for each element of X. 

 

4.3.4.  Two-way ANOVA  

The balanced two-way ANOVA is applied when in addition to the within subject 

comparison of means we would like to add another factor to the comparison. For instance, 

in our TMS example we compared the effect of TMS on a perceptual decision task. We 

did not find a significant TMS effect between the true and sham TMS manipulation. We 

may want to introduce another variable, such as the age of subjects. 
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We assume the parsed Excel spreadsheet is still in the workspace. Otherwise, please 

reload it as detailed in 4.3.1. We also assume the trueTMS and shamTMS variables have 

been computed and they are in the workspace. Next we create a new variable age and 

create an age-index array, which represents 0-s and 1-s depending on the arbitrary 

separation between two age groups that divides the subject sample into two equal halves. 

Next we create two groups of subjects and assign the younger half of subjects to group1 

and the older to group 2 but preserving the order of trueTMS followed by sham TMS data 

within each subjects. Thus the data structure is a group1(37,2) and group1(37,2). 

Because now both groups have the same structure, we can combine them into a single 

matrix x, where the columns represent the repetitions of the TMS treatment within the 

same subject while the first half of rows represent the young and the second half of rows 

represent the older population, two independent populations. This fulfills the data input 

requirement for anova2: 

[p,table,stats] = anova2(X,reps,displayopt) 

In the following example reps represents the number of repeated measures. At least one 

dimension must be repeated measure for anova2. ANOVA returns a table that lists the 

differences between columns (FACTOR-1), difference between rows (FACTOR-2) and 

the interaction between FACTOR-1 and FACTOR-2. In our example, none of the 

comparisons yielded significant effects. Therefore we cannot reject the H0: namely that 

the samples derive from the same population of regardless of the within subject 

manipulations (true TMS vs. sham TMS) and age groups (<27 and 27 and older). 

>> age=num(:,7); 
>> ageind=(age>=27); 
>> group1(:,1)=trueTMS(ageind==0); 
>> group1(:,2)=shamTMS(ageind==0); 
>> group2(:,1)=trueTMS(ageind==1); 
>> group2(:,2)=shamTMS(ageind==1); 
>> x=[group1;group2]; 
>> [p,table,stats] = anova2(x,2) 
 

 
 

Define group1 and group2 
based on age index then 
merge them as x. 

Parse age from imported spreadsheet.  

Two-way ANOVA.  

Results in table format.  
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The Matlab Statistical toolbox provides a number of additional provides methods for 

ANOVA and non-parametric alternatives. Please consult the Matlab HELP system or the 

on-line Documentation center of Mathworks for the complete function library included in 

the statistical toolbox.  
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6.  ELEMENTS OF PROGRAMMING  functions, scripts, flow control, loops, objects  

 

6.1 Introduction to programing 

The true potential of Matlab as a programming language lies in the ‘programming’. To 

unleash this potential, programming languages provide a number of flow-control 

functions that allow sub-routines to be executed iteratively a number of times. Most 

programs are designed to implement computations on data that we use a number of times. 

Typically the data changes but the computation stays the same. For example the 

computational algorithm of the Student’s T-test is the same, but the data we apply it on 

are changing. Although Matlab can be used as a command line environment, we 

recommend using it for writing programs, because it facilitates thinking of algorithms.  

 

6.2 Scripts and functions 

Programs in Matlab are of two kinds, scripts and functions. A script is a list of 

sequentially executable functions. For instance, if the examples in the previous pages 

were compiled into scripts and saved under different names, we could have executed 

them individually at once by only typing the filename of the script.  

Functions, in contrast, have a special header that contains the tag ‘function’, then a list of 

output parameter (if there is any), the name of the function and the input parameters. This 

line is usually followed by a second line starting with ’%’ sign and reserved for help 

function. Any time we type help followed by a function name will print this line to the 

command prompt. We can use this line to explain the function and its usage. The main 

advantage of functions over scripts is that functions can be called from other functions by 

transferring parameters to them and then returning parameters to the program they were 

called from. To call a function from our code we don’t have to know the details and the 

algorithm of the code. We only need to know the meaning of parameters we are passing 

and retrieving. Function can be embedded in other functions at multiple levels. 
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To illustrate the construction and usage of scripts, let’s take the histogram-plotting 

example in Chapter 3.4. First we import the lines from the command line to a script using 

Matlab’s editor by typing editor. Next we save the content in a file under the name 

‘hist_script.m’. Having done so, the script can be executed from the command 

line just by typing hist_script. The ‘.m’ extension is critical, because Matlab 

recognizes executable scripts and functions based on the file name extension. 

Likewise, we can construct a function by importing the lines in a function, Matlab editor 

provides a template for that, and we then fill out the function header. It is important  to 

provide the necessary input and output parameters. In order to satisfy the Matlab’s 

function requirements we changed the code by adding n and shift to the input 

parameters. Save the file under the name ‘hist_example.m’ and the function will 

be executable by typing hist_example(1000,1) in the command prompt. 

 

  

Command line (no file saved) 

>> data=randn(2,1000); 
>> data(1,:)=data(1,:)+2; 
>> figure; 
>> subplot(2,2,3); 
>> plot(data(1,:),data(2,:),'.','MarkerSize',3) 
>> subplot(2,2,1); 
>> hist(data(1,:),20); 
>> subplot(2,2,4); 
>> [Y2,X2]=hist(data(2,:),20); 
>> barh(X2,Y2,1); 
 
Scirpt: File is saved under ‘hist_script.m’ 

 
 
Function: File is saved under ‘hist_example.m’ 
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6.3 Program segmentation 

Programs start with function and end with an end. Each new flow control function 

(for, switch, if, while) must be closed with an end. Functions can be 

linked in the same line as long as they are separated by semicolons. The semicolon 

prevents the function output to be printed on the screen. There are a number of other 

functions that require closure, such as file opening by fopen must be closed by 

fclose. The figure(i) function that opens a new figure can be --but does not 

need to be -- closed by close(i), where i is a positive integer. Functions can be 

defined recursively within other functions or by calling them outside of the code if stored 

in a file. These functions are visible for a code if they are either located in the same 

folder/directory as the calling function or they are included in the ‘path’ (see Introduction 

about path definition). Comments start with %.  Double %% mark the module 

boundaries, which also make Matlab able to execute a code module by module, thus 

make debugging easier. % Comments 

 

6.4 Control Flow 

Matlab offers a sufficient set of functions that control the flow within a program. Below 

is the list of those functions. We highlight the most common ones. 

if/elseif/else Execute statements if condition is true 
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for Execute statements specified number of times 
parfor Parallel for loop 
switch/case/otherwise Switch among several cases based on expression 
try/catch Execute statements and catch resulting errors 
while Repeatedly execute statements while condition is true 
break Terminate execution of for or while loop 
continue Pass control to next iteration of for or while loop 
end Terminate block of code, or indicate last array index 
pause Halt execution temporarily 
return Return to invoking function 
 

6.4.1 The for-loop 

The most important recursive control function is the for loop. A for loop starts with 

for, followed by the parameter list within (…), which specifies how many times 

should the loop repeat and a list of statements until the closing end. The for loop 

makes the embedded statements repeat until the set of values in the parameter list have 

been exhausted.  

for (i=1:n) … ;end 

The parameter list of the for loop can contain numbers [1,3,7,11,13,17] a 

numerical array (i=1:0.1:10) in increasing or decreasing (i=10:-0.1:1) 

order. Multiple embedded for loops are allowed: 

 

To terminate a for loop upon a condition use break or return. To iterate the next 

loop by skipping the rest of the statements before the end use continue.  

 

6.4.2  Conditional functions  

Another control functions are if, elseif, else, while, case.  

if <logical expression> 
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   statements 
end 

or  
 
if <logical expression> 

statements 
elseif <logical expression> 
   statements 
else 
   statements 
end 
 

 
 
The control function while keeps repeating the statement until the logical expression 

turns to be false. 

 
 
while <logical expression>   

statements 
end 
 
 

% condition 
a=0; 
if a<10  
   a=a+1  
end 
 

a=0; 
% -----  Copy and paste this to the command window  ------- 
if a<10  
    a=a+11 
elseif a>10 & a < 20  
    display(['a is greather than 10 but smaller than 20.']) 
    a=a+10; 
else 
    display(['a must be greater than 20 then.']) 
end 
% --------------------------------------------------------- 
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switch <logical expression> 
   case case_expression 
      statements 
   case case_expression 
      statements 
    ... 
   otherwise 
      statements 
end 
 

We borrowed this example from the Matlab documentation: 

 

 

6.5 Index functions 

Very useful function for parsing matrices for data that meets with certain conditions is the 

find. We have used find in the example of section 4.3.1. 

 

Syntax:  ind = find(X, k, 'first') 

 

In general find returns the indices of the values within a matrix there the logical 

expression inside the parentheses is true. The example finds the first 10 prime numbers 

a=0; 
while a<10   
    a=a+1  
end 
 

 
mynumber = input('Enter a number (-1, 0, 1):'); 
switch mynumber 
    case -1 
        disp('negative one'); 
    case 0 
        disp('zero'); 
    case 1 
        disp('positive one'); 
    otherwise 
        disp('other value'); 
end 
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among 1,000 randomly permuted integers. The second example locate the last 10 prime 

numbers.  

Set operations used within a find function: 

intersect Set intersection of two arrays 
ismember Array elements that are members of set array 
issorted Determine whether set elements are in sorted order 
setdiff Set difference of two arrays 
setxor Set exclusive OR of two arrays 
union Set union of two arrays 
unique Unique values in array 
join Merge two tables by matching up rows using key variables 
innerjoin Inner join between two tables 
outerjoin Outer join between two tables 

Logical operations used within a find function: 

and & Find logical AND of array or scalar inputs 
not ~ Find logical NOT of array or scalar input 
or | Find logical OR of array or scalar inputs 
xor Logical exclusive-OR 
all Determine if all array elements are nonzero or true 
any Determine if any array elements are nonzero 
false Logical 0 (false) 
find Find indices and values of nonzero elements 
islogical Determine if input is logical array 
logical Convert numeric values to logicals 
true Logical 1 (true) 

>> a=randperm(1000); 
>> find(ismember(a,primes(1000)),10) 

ans = 

     9    15    17    20    28    29    33    35    45    56 

>> find(ismember(a,primes(1000)),10,'last') 

ans = 

   943   947   959   963   967   968   973   985   987   994 
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http://pszichologia.elte.hu/eltetamop412A1/matfu/matlab_example1.xls
http://pszichologia.elte.hu/eltetamop412A1/matfu/matlab_example2.xls



